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SCSI Index falls 10% in two months
It has been a crazy couple of months. We are sure our

readers get bombarded with learned analysis on the state
of US high-tech.
stocks. Since the 10000.4,
beginning of
June 96, the
heavily IT-
0 r i e n t e d
NASDAQ index
has fallen 15%

from a high of
1249 to end July

on 1068. That

meant that the

☜poor☝ CEOs at

such companies
as Netscape,

40.00%

Dell and

Microsoft had
seen their

fortunes reduce
by hundreds of
millions (nay
billions) of $. We
wept.

It was the
hardware vendors - Compaq, DEC, Dell, HP, Sun etc. -
which led the share price dives as PC price competition
has meant dramatic reductions in unit prices and
impossible pressure on margins. But, as Wall Street
investors have little understanding of the dynamics of our
industry, this led to share price reductions across the board
including IT services stocks like EDS and 080.

In what might appear at first sight to be a knee-jerk reaction
to the US falls, in the same two month period (1st June to

31st July 96)our UK SCSI Index has fallen by 10%
compared with a mere 2% fall in the FTSE100 or a 7%
fall in the FTSE Small Cap - which covers almost all the
size of company in our SCSI Index. Even the FTSE
Support Services Index is off only 2% in the same period.

The share price reductions were
across the board. Indeed around 75%
of all the companies in our index saw

a share price decline.

But, although the companies shown
in the table have seen their value
reduce by over a third in that period,
in most cases falls would have
occurred whatever the market
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sentiment. Most have announced profits warnings, poor
results or analyst re-rating future prospects downwards.

There has been
some profit taking
in some of the
new issues ♥ like
CMG (-10%), Ft
Group (-12%)
and Triad (-1 6%)
- however the
fundamentals of
these companies

are as sound

today as ever. But

these new issues

are all still
5 h o w i n g
considerable
premiums to their

new issue price.

Indeed, against
the trend, 25% of

c o m p a n i e s

managed share
price increases
with our IT

services favourites like Admiral (+13%), Logica (+5%),
FIM (+10%) and Sema (+9%) leading the way.

We should remember that although our SCSI Index may
be down 10% in two months it is still showing an 77%
gain since the start of 1995. Given that earnings have
risen by around 20% in the period, that still represents a
re-rating of valuations in our sector of nearly 60%.
If anything we have become MORE confident about the
prospects for our sector in the coming few years with major
one-off opportunities like the Year 2000 and the move to
a single currency all providing a further boost to an already
healthy industry.

But although earnings growth is set fair, it is external

factors that will more likely than not influence share prices.
But we do still live in hope that investors might one day
realise that a glut of DRAMS might cause a US IT
manufacturer's share price to tumble but might just be a
buying opportunity fora UKIT services company. We
could argue that reductions in hardware prices are very
good news for IT services. It either means more system
units will be installed - each requiring implementation,
training and support - or more of a finite IT budget is
available to be spent on services.

SCSI Index

FTSE Small Ca
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There are just a
handful of

y companies where
♥you meet the
Electronics management and

really believe in
them. You write positive reviews, because that's what you
think, and fora time yourfaith is rewarded. Then everything
goes spectacularly wrong and you are left contemplating
your own vulnerability. Coda and Cray Electronics are,
perhaps, our two classic mistakes.

It was only just over a year ago, in April 95 when Cray
issued what Jon Richards suggested to us was ☜the Mother
of all profits warnings☝. It actually turned out to be the
Father, Son and Holy Ghost as well. We will not repeat
the saga - it is too painful. (It you want a copy of the Cray
review from the 1996 Holway Report which spells it all
out in graphic detail, give us a call). Anyway, the PBT
chart below says it all.

Cray Electronics plc
PBT Record

£29.0m
£16.2m

v»: cod-rugm A501

-£19.lm
19961991 1992 1993 1994 1995

In the year to 30th April 96 losses increased from £835K

to £19.4m on roughly static revenues of £262.8m. Net
assets reduced from £58.7m to £39m but gearing has
dropped from 69% to 43% in the last six months.
The poor performance in the past has almost exclusively
related to Cray Communications which lost £21.8m on
revenues of £150.3m in the year. We have always been
more interested in the SCSI bits - Cray Systems and P-E
International.

Cray Systems, under the stewardship of Mike Shone,
showed revenues up 4% at £76.5m but profits reduced
from £6.8m to £4.8m. The reduction was, in part, due to
a doubling of R&D to £3.2m. When we talked with Shone
he was in ebullient mode ☜I cannot tell you how excited!
am☝. There were a number of reasons for this. The
Microsoft Development Centre in Scotland, launched in
Oct. 95, has already attracted 15 new customers and 25
projects. The Earth Observation division had won eight
contracts. The ABS open billing systems, travel/
reservations and retail/finance were all doing well for new
business and Cray Systems entered the new year with a
£30m order book.

About a third of Cray Systems business is IT agency staff
which makes a margin of c4°/°. The remaining £50m of
systems business already returns a better than industry
average 7.4% margin.
The remaining part of the revenue largely related to P-E

  

    
 

International. Cray had bought the previously main
market quoted - and loss making - P-E international in
Sept. 93 for £16.2m plus the assumption of £7m of debt.
The management consultancy was retained under the P-
E banner but P-E☁s c£35m SCSI revenues were
transferred to Cray Systems. In FY95, P-E seems to have
made profits of around £1.8m on revenues of £36m. Then
in Feb. 96 Cray sold a 75% stake in The IT Management
Programme (ITMP) - a part of P-E - in a Phoenix backed
MBO tor £4.5m. lTMP had revenues of just £1.35m and
PBT of £208K in FY 95 - so Cray got a ☜full☝ price.
This month Cray has sold the remaining management
consultancy part of P-E to Lorien (see below) for £7.8m
cash plus the transfer of Cray☂s interest in two properties
for £3.2m. This part of P-E had made operating profits of
£452K on revenues of £33.6m in FY96. So if you addit all
up, Cray got back most of what they paid plus Cray
Systems retains a sizable chunk of revenue.

Comment
As a whole, analysts expect Gray to report PBT of 26m in
FY97. Even so the shares fell by another 31% to 29p this
month - afar cryfrom the high of 202p in 1994. That puts
a value of just £69m on the whole shooting match. But
Cray Systems seems capable of both revenue growth this
year, and more importantly, better than market average
margins. We have said on plenty of past occasions that
Cray Systems is worth more than the whole. As the Cray
share price continues to decline, as SCSI stock ratings
advance and as Cray Systems gets into gear, we are even
more sure that a sale or even a ☜demerger☂ is the best
route to maximise shareholder value and satisfy all

 

interests.

Pfé☁ will my;
.Vccn sulta" ☁yiike'human as
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Electronic trade
Gemini Consulting (part of 063 - Hoskyns☂ parent)
reckons that by 2005 "at least 8% and possibly 30%☝ of
all shopping will be undertaken electronically. They, of
course, warn of the affect that this will have on
conventional retailers. But as we have reported on many
times before, we think readers should be aware of the
effect that this switch will have onSCSI companies (like
Hoskynsl).

We believe that such electronic trade will wreak more
change on our industry than the PC in the early 19805.
You can ignore it. but your customers will not. They will
go elsewhere for such help and assistance if you cannot
respond. You have been warned!

 

  

               

    

  

  Systems Integrated Research (Sil?)
SiR develops educational software and was only launched
ontoAlM at 115p in Mar. 96 - valuing the group at £15.4m.
The prospectus had anticipated a profit of £50K in the
year to 31 st May 96. You can understand the annoyance
of investors when SiR announced this month that actually
they would make a loss of £400K. "Trading in the final
quarter of the financial year was very disappointing

compared with expectations at the time of the AIM

flotation☝. The announcement was hardly helped by news
that Singapore Times Publishing Ltd had bought a 9.9%
stake in SiR from Berg & Berg for 103.5p per share - a
10% discount on the placing price.

SiR shares have since fallen to 78p. This kind of
announcement so soon after launch is simply

unacceptable and has echoes of other new issues which

Virtual y faces reality
Shares in virtual reality software developer Virtuality fell
by 31% this month when shareholders were told at their
AGM that the profits they were led to expect in the current
financial year would actually be losses - probably no better
than last year☂s £565K loss. Shipping delays in theirTotal
Recoil product were blamed.

Virtuality shares have fluctuated wildly and had been as
high as 360p. Even so an end of July 96 valuation of £57m
is not bad for a £12.6m revenue company which continues
to be loss-making.

   

Pegasus receives offer
Pegasus - the accounting software developer - announced

that it had received "an unsolicited offer which may or
may not lead to a bid☝.

Several parties (indeed some System Housesubscribers)
have made unsuccessful bids for Pegasus in the past.
Jonathan Hubbard♥Ford☁s "raison d☂etre☝when appointed
back in 1991/92 was to ready the company for sale. If he
now achieves it we can only say ☜what took you so long?"
The bidder?. We were quoted in the FT (27th July 96)
suggesting "the approach had come either from a non-

UK company are private UK company hoping to reverse
into Pegasus". But now rumour is rife that the bidder is
Sage. But there would be significant overlap with their
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CMG CEO leaves
Call us a cynic if you wish but we always get concerned
when CEOs resign for "personal reasons☝. It's a bit like
Conservative ministers deciding to "spend more time with
their families". This month Gerard Lucassen announced
that he is leaving as CEO of CMG for "personal reasons"
and that he is ☜fed up with all the travelling".
But just for once, we doubt there are any ulterior motives.
We can see the "lifestyle logic" of quitting when you are
48 years old and have made yourself over 22m as a result
of the CMG float and start enjoying life. CMG shares fell
5% in July.

Proteus International
Stupid as it sounds, Proteus made something of a
breakthrough this month by announcing its first ever
revenues...just £1 . 1 m in the year to 31 st Mar. 96. But given

that they floated onto the USM (at 90p) as long ago as
1990, this was truly newsworthy. Of course, they are still
loss♥making. But at least the losses have been reduced

from £7.9m to £5.4m.
The really important event of the year, of course, was
that Proteus was rescued by ML Laboratories and its
CEO Kevin Leach by amajor cash injection (see System
House May 96).
We were always rather interested in the Proteus trading
model of taking stakes in the drugs developed using their
modelling software rather than charging licensed fees (as

theirprospectus had indicated in 1990). So far it has hardly
been a resounding success. Proteus shares ended July
up 13% at 71p - still a 21% reduction on their issue price
six years ago.
☜The last 15 mpnthjswtta

unprecedentedactivity☂ he hist'
We arenever really quite sure what. is
SCSI company. Eidos startedv'oifproducl
software. Then, in☁July 95, they be ht
computerigames☂ developers puma
Sottwarefor £12.9m. ._
in Mar, 96 they: ☜rescued☝ games distribut
in a, share swop worth £17m and'in-
distribution bit{CentreSOft - fore
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Eidos' resutts for the 15 months t0331'st Ma
therefore largely academic. Losvsesof reg-.9511. V .
revenues - £3.5m of Whichcamefrom Domarket .. V ,
Free software? Oh, how you all laughed a☁fe'w years
ago! Eidos ☁anti'cipated strong. sales panormanoelrom
818 BED RACING, a 30 multiaplayek'offeroad☂rac g,
game...lndeed it proved? to be one of the most pop ' E
games downloadedfrom the Internet". Eidcs bl,
tree downloading of software tor at leastzhalt'its
PerSonally we reckon that all games-Mlldeglti lay'ef☂f
on the internet before too tong. .Cent☁reGol '
incredible knack of being caught cut with EVER
in technology, We hope they fare better With Etdo ,
Obviously other investors do not Shareour-c acorns}

  

  

     

 

   

 
Eidos shares are one of the bestperionners in the last .
fewyears- buttell12%inJuy96, ☁ ' '
Reuters SCSI activities prosper
Reuters is the largest UK-owned SCSI company - by
some people's de nitions. In the six months to 30th June
96 revenues increased by 11% to £1.44b. Their
Transaction Products activity (eg. lnstinet and Dealing
2000 which even fewercould deny were SCSI operations)
did particularly well with a 28% increase in revenues.

   

Statfware plc
Revenue and PET Record
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WS Atkins completes float ☜at last"
The issue of around 30% of the equity in W S Atkins was
three times oversubscribed. We reported last month (and
on many other occasions) on this engineering consultancy.
We do NOT intend to include them in our index, but their
involvement in FM and the importance of computing in
most of their activities cannot be overlooked.

The new issue - at 215p - valued WS Atkins at £198m
which equated to a historic P/E of 017. Shares have risen
7% to 230p since. ☂

QBMS losses deepen
Exactly one year ago, Chairman Rainer Burchett
announced that LBMS "faces the future in excellent
shape". LBMS share price ended June 95 on 273p, the
HQ and development centres were naturally being

relocated to the US (how can you possibly do this from
the UK?) and LBMS ☜began to rebalance licence versus
service revenues☝ (Le. away from those boring services

revenues). The respected Techinvest newsletter quoted

a US analyst suggesting a price of 612p in 1996. In Sept.

95, together Learmonth and Burchett sold 2.5m shares at
340p on the NASDAQ listing - so they are alright!
After a series of warnings and poor performance, on 26th
July 96 LBMS announced that it was likely to report a
$3m (c£2m) loss in 01. LBMS shares fell by afurther

26% this month to just 92p.

Any subscriber can re-read our reviews on LBMS over
the years. We happen to think they had enormous potential
to use their expertise, supported by theirtools, by offering

their clients related services. They didn☂t listen then...we
kdoubt theywill now.
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Meadowhouse, Kewill has bought the software business
of SITPRO and its EDI engine, Interbridge. Technology
House has acquired Dictaphone☂s PC TPM OSD thus
boosting their revenues byc£750K to c£3m.
Syntegra has also continued its Asian push after last
months link with Singapore based CSA Holdings. This
month they have formed a new strategic alliance with
Tokyo-based Fusion Systems.

CAD specialist AFI' Premier has called in the receivers.
Former managers have bought part of the business. Servo

Computer Services has bought the assets of PC reseller
Holdene Group which appointed the receivers at the end
of June. GT Interactive has bought FormGen (the
publishers of a PC game called Duke Nukem 3D!) for a
reputed £18m. Source ~ MicroScope 10th July 96.

Ftothwell Group, which was acquired by Allan Harle

(Formscan and Xavier) in Apr. 96, has acquired ACS ♥

known as AppleCentre Solent - which had revenues of
c£1.5m.

    

AT&TIsteI undertakes MBO
In Nov. 89 AT&T acquired lstel from the Rover Group for
£180m. AT&T's involvement in IT has been - well, let's

admit it - troubled. The acquisition of NOR and its split in
1995 seems to leave lstel out in the cold and we have

since suggested on several occasions that it is ripe for
yet another MBO.

This month, AT&T lstel☂s Visual Interactive Systems

division (AlVIS), which has revenues of 028m, has been
bought in a 3i. backed 26m MBO brokered by KPMG
Corporate Finance. The main product of the newly named
Lanner Group is the WITNESS simulation product

launched in 1986. "7'he MBO was led by MD RogerHearn
who was supported by NED Chairman Robin Lodge☝ -

also the Chairman of 008.
This is the second deal in a month for KPMG Corporate
Finance. In June they ☜brokered☝ the $84m purchase of
UK Holistic Systems by Seagate Technology. Holistic,
which develops volume data analysis software. had
revenues of £16.7m and profits of around 22m in the year
to 31 st Mar. 96. ☁Holistic will continue to the headquartered
in London with new in Ipswich☝. We hope they stick to
this firm statement.

KPMG see IT M&A activity as a particular area of growth

  

for the future - Broadview and Regent take note!
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Debis to take control of 068?
After several years of reporting on the possibility of

German Daimler-Benz (via Debis) taking a controlling

stake in 065, we finally put the story to rest with the

financial restructuring announced just a few months ago.

However, according to an interview in Die Weld with

chairman Klaus Mangold, Debis still wants to take a
majority stake. 068 shares jumped 6%+ on the news.

Source - Computergram - 26th July 96.
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Sema greatly extends outsourcing
"Anglo-French☝Sema Group announced this month one
of the largest, but long anticipated, SCSI acquisitions of
the year so far with the purchase of Olivetti☁s outsourcing
activity Syntax. Syntax had revenues of £89m and PBT
of £6.3m in 1995 so the £55m purchase price (£32m now
- the rest in Dec. 97) appears, as Sema's Pierre Bonelli

described, "fair but notcheap". In order to fund this, and
the other acquisitions Sema has made so far this year, a

2-forv11 rights issue at 595p raising a net £99m was
announced. This is the first cash call made by Sema since
Sema Metra "merged☝with CAP back in 1988. Given that
all Sema☂s acquisitions in the meanwhile have been
funded from its own resources and that its performance
in the last few years has been excellent, it is not surprising

that the market reacted positively tothe announcement

with the shares at 719p - meaning an instant 21% profit
for all those taking up the rights.
Over 60% of Syntax☂ revenues come from Olivetti itself
where Sema has secured a 7 year/£48m p.a. outsourcing

deal. This will make Sema one of the top outsourcers in
Italy.
But it will also add over £16m to Sema☂s UK revenues.
Sema☂s Frank Jones told us that he looked at the NMW
Computers operation many years ago. NMW was bought
by ACT in 1992 for c£3.8m. In this tangled web of a tale,
NMW had itself tried to buy local authority outsourcing
operation Perthcrest in 1990 but had been outbid by BIS
who paid £3.2m. Then, in June 1993, BIS was itself

acquired by ACT for £93.5m and then in Feb. 95 Misys
bought ACT for c2200m.
However, ACT had been disposing of many of their ☜non
financial services"businesses. Coinciding with the Misys
deal, ACT sold the renamed ACT Managed Services -

which comprised BIS Perthcrest and the disaster recovery
operations of NMW - to Syntax (Olivetti) for £2.1m. The
operation had revenues of £8m at the time and ACT☂s
Roger Foster assured us it was ☜breakeven☝. Syntax itself
then had UK revenues of £7.7m - i.e. c£16m in total.
This is unlikely to be the last large Sema acquisition. "We
are targeting Germany especially☝ said Marie-Claude
Bessis.

All this makes tremendous sense for a company in which
UK shareholders hold more shares than the French.

SpecialistiandEscOm 2 ' '
'Escom placed itsPC shops in the UKginto receivership in
July'after. a desperate search to find abuyer. Going into a
High St. store to buy a computer is a concept we could
have:i fathom . particularly when you cannot even park
outside. Now Peter☁aigby☂s Specialist Computer Holdings
(SCH), via itsIByte Computer Superstores. has taken over
☁theconces☁sion arrangement within 42 Office World stores
.(a subsidiary of Swiss Magazinezum Gtobus) which had
previoust been held by Escom. ☁

Our views on SCH (we are an ardent fan) and its Byte
subsidiary {we hat/e our doubtsand think Speciati☁s☁tshould
concentrate on buildmg its corporate services} are well
known. Despite a superb 5% pro t margin overall. SCH☂s
Byte operation made a "tiny" contriomlon on revenues of
£52m last-year. But the game isprobabty more aboutmarket
size '- wher'e the chief rival is Dixon☁s PC World.
Now what realty would be exciting is it Rigby took over
Office World, turned them into Byte shops and floated the

   hwhole thing on the Stock Exchange - orsold them toDixans!
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Kalamazoo - a correction

We interred in last month's System House that
Kalamazoo Computer Solutions might possibly have
been loss-making. MD - Paul Heaven - wrote to point out
that "KCS was in factprolitable and, indeed, recorded the
highestprofitgrowth ofany ofthe divisions in Kalamazoo".
Heaven was man enough, however,☝to admit that
Kalamazoo do not exactly make it easy to glean that fact

due to "inter group trading".

Heaven was also not that happy with our reporting of the

share price reduction of 14% in June. The problem being

that we choose the last day of each month as our base

date. Kalamazoo share price had shot up from 103p to
143p by the end of May as a result of the Datapoint

acquisition. Clearly there was profit taking in June as
Kalamazoo went ex-dividend.

We are pleased to report, therefore, that Kalamazoo☂s

share price has increased (recovered?) by 7% to 131 p in
July. Regardless we agree with Heaven that "Kalamazoo

is in good shape and increasingly focused on its care
computer activities". Interestingly he says "even
unfashionable service areas like hardware maintenance
have sufficient quality internal business to continue to
exceed expectations". J  
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business papr'to damage☜ Remap☜ from Delphy and Ares, up 42% at
Lflow reconsiderthetrue' v'allLle otRebusg . I V I £43m. But PET was down 7.3% at

Firecrest Transphone deal boosts shares £5,2m and Eps was 14% lower. How M°☁"""
Firecrest shares returned from suspension with news that could this be from a company with such a "boring" record
it had sold the world rights to its Transphone (which as Admiral? ln Aug, 94 the first major exceptional profit
enables telephone conversations to held on the Internet accrued to Admiral as a result of their JV with Powersoft.
forthe cost of a local call) for up to $12m. Commentators This was repeated in FY95 when Sybase bought

suggested it☂s like ☜selling the family jewels☝. Powersoft. If you strip out the£2.23m exceptional in H1
Firecrest was a new AIM issue at just 40p in July 95 and FY95. Admiral☂s operating profits have grown by 35%
rose like a rocket to 212p before crashing back to earth organically or 56% if the two acquisitions are included.

and being forced to raise £750K in a 50p rights issue in Either way, a superb performance. It also looks as if all
April 96. Despite a 7% fall in July to 65p, investors must parts of the group - including the mainland Europe
still be smiling acquisitions - have fared well. Ares managed a near 14%
Doubts Over Phonelink V . v v 5 1 margin in its first few months and staff numbers have

Phonelink doubted revenues to £4.4ln inthe yearto'31st '☜9☂eased ☜☁iar'y 30% ☁0 155- _
Mar. 96pm also managed to increase lossesfmm a m It '5. a Stunn'w'y 900d li☂e'forl'liance-ubUt '5 eVen more
to £6.7m. Anew issue at 155p in June 53:3,Vthe'5har'es☁ Bra'seYVMhY as 't ☜mes after SUCh '3 '0☜9 run °f
have hardly been a star ☂ ending July 96 down another smnmng☂y 9☝" Pe☂forménces - _
35% 611149, V , IV V. ~ When you read other reVlews of Admlral some have got

Phonelink provides a business information service'via its☁ Te 'meress'on that Chairman C'ay Brendis☜ Was a ☜We
Tel~me product. It protestswhen commentators☁mention smug ' '"deed- Y0☜ 00☝☝ say that he has 3 "th ☁0 be!
the threat from the lnternet. Butthat threatis real as 3☝☜ like all??? 3195☁"fs_sme"- Brendithis r☁ECipgis éimple'lmemeunforma on☁s☁argelyfree' . _ ,_ erunsa lg s lp, silcks to the knlttlng an us Just as
Voss Net bid lapses capable as saylng no to a deal as ☜yes . He ls currently

, . . applying that ☜simple☝philosophy to Europe. If his business
Voss Nat was an AM new 'Ss'j☂e 3☁ 1:10P '☝ _A☝9' 951mg☝ model was more complex, he would undoubtedly fall like
Gowoss database p'OdUC☁ g'VeS pr'c'☝9 '☜fo'mat'on to everyone else! And if that comment sounds like us also
suppliers. Voss Net shares had risen dramatically in Mar. being smug the" so be ,1 At least we are old enough to
96 as a ☜53☝☝ 0f lakePVFT negotiations from US Pen☜- know that if it takes a2 hour meeting to attempt (and fail)
Howeverv ☁hese "egouat'ons have ☜0☁☝ ☜95% and V055 to explain a business to us - it is unlikely that the market
NetSha☂eSfe'Hhis momh- and the company☁s staff will have any better

Admiral
Admiral☂s results for the six months

to 30th June 96 showed revenues
from continuing operations up 23% and
total revenues, including the contribution

   
   

   

    

   
   

    

      Demand for 17' skills explodes * understanding.
The MSLIndex shows a massiye'salyo morease inmadame☜; Admlral also announced that Wicat had "outsourced" its
10, senior rr executives in 02 95 compayed with ()2 95_ customer training and courseware development to

 

Admiral Training.
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As discussed in our p1 article, the SCSI Index fell by 5.5% this month.
Coda - down 44% on the result those awful results announced at the end
of June - led the losers. But Phonelink (down 35% - see p8), SiFt (down

33% - p3), Cray (down 31% - p2), Virtuality (down 31% - p3) and LBMS
(down 26% - p4) all fell sharply on bad news announcements.

Pegasus (p3) put on 34% as an "unsolicited bid"was announced. Clearly
investors do not share our concern about capitalised F181D at CFS - which
put on 33% in the month and 005 was up 31% on positive press comment
on European prospects.

_capnalisauon Ram 08' Index31/7/96 2 31/7/96 Em P/E CBJHBV. 31/7/96
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Action Computer 2 44.10711
Admiral 2 187.80!☜ 10843.05 11.11% 82.93%

AFA Systems 2 13.30m 1108.33 10.83% 10.83%
Azlan E 132.10m 2900.00 4.44% 32.08%    

  
  

       
  
  
  
  
  
    
   
    
    

  

  
  
  
  
  

 

Britlsh Data Management 2 39.80m 1272.00 1.27% 26.23%
Capita 2 168.801☜ 10090.09 40.64% 17.89%

E 57.50m 1790.48 10.59% 13.25%
2 7.48m 354.84 -22.81°/6 41.94%

2 399.00!" 2155.17 -5.02"/11 89.97%
£ 30.30m 485.11 44.39% -4S.73%

   
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

   
  
    

  

  
  
       
  
  
  
     
  
  

   
   

    

    
    
   

   
  
    

  

 

     

  

 

   

    

 

     
   

 

i 31.60m 1656.00 -6.76% 9.52%
£8.86m 1333.33 33.33% 41.18%

Cray Eledmnice S 60.80m 169.59 (10.95% -30.12%
CRT f: 101 .40m 1666.67 -5.66% 30.43%

i 29.40111

2 132.60m

£ 32.90!"
£ 10.90711
2 55.50m
E 20.20m

2550.00
2139.92
1875.00
290.91

7030.00
2357.62

30.77%
-6.31 7.1
5.54%
10.34%

-1 1.57%
44.44%

104.00%

40.54%
-34.7B°/6

006 Group
Delphi Group
Divlsion Group
DRS Data 6 Research
Eidos
Electronic Data Processing

       

 

    
    
  

  

   

 

  
  

   
       

   
   
     
     

     

   
    

   
   

   
   
  
   
    
  
    
   
   
    
  

    
   
   

Fl GIOW 2 103.90!☜ 1489.36 ~9.09%
Firecrest E 15.30I☂I☂I 1625.00 -7.14☜/a -46.72%
Flomerics 2 5.76m 1730.77 -8.16% 19.68%
Gresham Computing 2 23.20m 763.44 24.56% 69.05%

☁NSTEM 2 5.19111 1520.00 0.00% 5.207/u
     
    

        
   
    
    
    
    
    
   
   
     
    
    
   
   
    
   
    
   
   
   
    
    
    
   
    
   
    

   
    
    
   
   

    

 

     
   
    
   

 

    
   

Intelligent Envimnmenls 2 15.90m 755.32 46.47% 24.47%

JBA Holdings 6 175.30m 3212.50 055% 31.46%
Kalamazoo 2 57.7om 3742.86 6.50% 13.91%
Kewill 5; 543mm 1 723.32 (1.33% 24.22%

Leannonth 6 6111611911 1: 23.50111 766.67 26.40% 457.72%
L09'☜ 2 401.30m 1745.21 4.24% 35.75%
LNG" 2 30.50111 2700.00 45.15% 30.4317a
Lynx Holdings 2 66,40m 1725.00 42.56% -1 .43%

Mac") 4 2 10350111 2016.13 4.17% 15.20%
MAID 2 26040111 2551.52 10.06% 22.94%    

    
   

 

    
    
  
  
   
   
   

   
    

     
    

 

McDonnell IS (MDIS) 2 59.00m 226.92 49.15% 43.90%
Micro Focus 5: 110.20m 3526.57 ♥11.30% 29.20%
Microgen 2 56,101☜ 606.84 46.96% 20.67%

Microvitec 2 42.00m 1341.46 46.03% 12.24%
' 2 64630111 1596.01 4.95% 33.66%   

    
   

E 52.60m 2678.57 -1 .75% 82.93% -£1.00m

 

  
  
  
   
  
  
  
  
   
  
  
  

    
         

   
   

 

      

   
  

   
    

   
   
   
   
  

    
    
    

  

   
    
    
        

  
       

 

   

 

   
      
  

      
  

    

 

     
     

  

    
     
    

 

        

 

    
     
  
   

  
  
  
  

    

  
  
  

 

  
  

 

    

 

   
  

   
   
  
  
    

     

    
    

 

          

 

   

 

         
        
              

   
    

    

       
                
       
    
    
  
  
  

 

  
  

   
       
            

          

    

  
  

    

  
  

 

  

 

Mocvspay 2 15.90m 2550.12 2.44% 32.91% £0.30m
MR Group 2 49.7o1n 353.17 4.11% 27.14% -£0.50m
MSB Intematicnal 2 5120111 1326.32 9.57% 32.63% £4.50m
OmniMedia 2 11.80m 640.00 20.00% -26.15% -£3.00m
On Demand 2 74.40111 17:10.77 44.56% 3.55% -212.70111
Oxford Molecular E 175.70m 3612.50 -6.17% 8.65% -£11.60m

P5P 2 109.80m 609.87 43.92% 40.55% -£17.70m
Parin 6 12320111 16222.16 11.45% 66.86% £12.60m
Pegasus 2 25.50111 1114.44 34.10% 94.76% £6.60m
Persona 2 66.00111 1662.50 42.50% -6.34% 29.40111
Phonallnk s: 55.1om 735.45 45.23% «10.00% -£29.90m
Proteus s: 35.70111 545.24 12.70% 40.63% 24.40111
Quality Software 2 25.60111 575.95 -17.91 7. 66.46% -£6.20m
Radius 2 15.70m 434.70 4.76% 15.21% {0.90111
Real Time Control 2 14.60111 4326.53 15.22% 19.77% 21.90111
Rebua 2 51.70111 806.32 45.39% 49.32% {11.60111
Recogniuan Systems 2 26.50111 1400.00 40.09% 40.00% 52.90111
Hive 2 8.76m 206.11 49.44% 0.00% {2.14111
RM 2 95.20m 3057.14 2.57% 25.59% {2.90111
Roma & Nolan 11: 89.10m 3726.19 5.15% 16.36% {2.10111
Romeo 2 4.03m 1245.00 44.29% »£o.67m
5895 Gmup 2 461.40111 16538.46 41.59% -£62.20m
Sanderson Electronics 1: 55.70m 2280.85 45.72% -£10.40m

39"☜! Gmun : 797.90m 2261.01 4.75% £110.60m
Sherwood s: 17.10m 1658.33 -20.08% -£4.30m

Spargo Consulting 2 19.90111 1673.60 5.30% 21.00111
61611111111115 2 32mm 1231.1 1 23.11% £6.05m
Superecape E 34.00m 2045.45 41.96% <£4.60m
SYstems Integrated 2 10.50m 675.26 (12.76% {5.00111
Tma' 2 3.60m 679.25 16.13% 20.50111

2 5.24111 154.00 41.54% -£0.43m
2 50.60m 1435.59 -6.51% -£3.50m
2 41.00111 2401.64 4.57% 122.10m
2 57.50111 1147.06 50.60% {25.40111

Wakeboume {1: 6.61m 161.11 3.57% £0.23m

       Zero . 2 20.30111 . 2256.41 21.43% . 25.50111 .
Note: 081 Index 551311000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index 01 1000 based on the issue price.

The CSl Index is not weighted; a change in the share price of the largest company has the same effect as a similar change for the smallest company.
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SCSI thrives in India
According to Nasscom, the Indian equivalent of the CSSA,
lndia☂s software industry increased revenues by 61% to
$1 .2b in 1995 with exports rising 64%. Even the domestic

market grew by 57% to $490m. The growth prospects
are equally impressive with a domestic market worth over
$2.5b by 2000. Source - Financial Times 3rd July 96.

 

'illisys☁ ☜impressive :peffo☁n☂han'
Misys announced their results tort
96 on 151 Angie☁s 7 our 'press'dayf '
month. " '- I: .. .
In summary, revenues increasedbyaz

borrowing facilities put in place attire tints I '

held at the end of the FY. All these figures were a ttle

rose initially by 12p to 775p on. the'news.

po☂sition"; Banking reVenues,.ot £14.0m' and

by 17% to £40m, profits were flat at cream, Information
Systems (the rest of Misys varied portfolio} increased

 invite us to the analysts' briefing. on well!

  

  

    
  
purchase have been repaid and £20.4rh.hét cas☂ "Was

  

    

  

better than we had been led to'ex☂pect and'th 'sh'a☂r f;

£33.8m were recorded. Atthougn the lnsuranoeDivision-z
(where Misys hadits original roots) advancedi'reirenues'

profits by 50% to £9.7m on revenues up 38% at£1
Footnote: Arte: several requests,. Misys still refused to;

J 
10

AIM new issues
AFA Systems plc had a successful AIM float at 120p
and ended July 96 up 11% at 133p. The placing raised
£2.5m andput a value of £12m on the group. Not bad for
a company which was only formed in Oct. 95 and has
made £217K revenues since and a £133K loss in the first
four months of 1996.
AFA was formed in Oct. 95 when it acquired the South
African developers of the Musketeer treasury and risk from
its South African developers for £1.84m. Musketeer
typically sells for £500K with the same again in
implementation and support fees. EXACT MD, Mike Hart,
is Chairman and CEO.
Electronic Retailing Systems was the first NASDAQ
company to get an AIM listing at 145p but have remained
static since. Their systems allow transmission of prices
from a central computer for display on shop shelves thus
avoiding the increased trend to get charged more at the
check-out than you hadbeen led to expect. But, as its
mainly hardware and US to boot, we have NOT included

ERS in our index.
Digital Animations, which produces games like Steel
Legions, was a new issue at 71p raising £1 .9m new money
and valuing the group at £10.4m.
Intelligent Environments (see July System House) was
launched at 94p but has since fallen 24% to and July 96
on 71 p. This was despite announcing a marketing
agreement with Netscape.
Network Technologies (also see last month) launched
at 114p had quite a good reception...considering! Ending
their first day up 8% at 123p.
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You may remember that P&P
announced back in May that

P & P plc operating profit for the six months
to 31st May 96 "was unlikely to

show much increase☝. Given that this also coincided with
an announcement of one of P&P's largest managed
services contracts (with Marks & Spencer) many thought
it was hit too conservative (and, for once, no bad thing in
that either!)

In the event, on revenues upjust 5% at £179.2m, operating
profit actually advanced by 13% to £6.9m. PBT was up
5% at £6.5m and EPS was up 9%. These results include
minimal contribution from the Myriad lT staff agency
acquired by P&P in April for £12.5m. This will help P&P☁s
move towards services as will the announcement of a
partnership with Microsoft to manage UK corporate
accounts. Brokers are forecasting PBT up 22% at £14.8m

for the full year. P&P's shares fell by 14% to 136p - but
more on market sentiment that any adverse reaction.

      

Microgen moves to ☜newer technologies☝
Just like Moorepay (see opposite) Microgen is an old
established service company. Microgen provides
microfiche services. Although they have a long unbroken
record of profits and indeed 10%+ margins, the results

have lacked "eXCifemenf". Microgen have had to work hard
to maintain revenues, let alone profits, in a market which
has fast moved away from microfiche.
in that context results for the six months to 30th Apr. 96

are quite satisfactory. Revenues were up 10% at £38.3m,

PBT up 9% at £4.88m and EPS up 10% although cash
reduced by a third to £2.7m.

Revenues from COM services continued to decline and

are now <50% of revenues for the first time but were ☜more

than made up by increased sales☝ from newer

technologies. New activities like Chronos (for ☜improving

cash flow of sales ledger administration☂) and Intext
("production of documents on demand☝) had shown
"encouraging growth☝.

Despite this recovery and really quite encouraging outlook,
Microgen shares fell 21% in July.

  

 

   

   

......g,'riess. ,.
Moorepay Size isn☂t everything☝
Moorepay is the archetypal lT services company - starting
(and remaining) as a payroll processing bureaux over 30

years ago. Despite mediocre growth in 30 years (revenues

were just £4.6m in 1995) their reception on theAlM market
has been sparkling. Atransfer from Rule 4.2 in Aug. 95 at
83p, the shares have since risen to and July 96 at 210p -
a massive 153% rise and valuing the group at nearly £16m.
Results forthe six months to 30th June 96 show revenues
up 16% at £2.7m, PBT up 28% at £851 K (equivalent to a
31% profit margin!) and EPS also up 28%. Cash has
doubled to over £1 m. Moorepay is continuing its quest for

further payroll processing businesses to add to the three
acquired in 1995.

But with these kind of reSUIts and share performance who
needs to be big anyway?
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Microsoft warns of ☜slowdown☝
Microsoft reported revenues up 46% at $8.67b and profits
up 48% at $2.2b for the year to 30th June ♥ ☜slightly/above
expectations☝. Thus closing the gap on EDS ($124)) as moot/animatth
the #1 SCSI company, unexpectedly retaining their25% {ea-aw foameg.
profit margin and generally confounding all the NASDAQ »5n19☁95;.1-h俉f0p3
doom merchants. Server software to corporates was the Ten. ☜65☂
real star. . i . (representing
But Microsoft did warn of flattening revenues in FY97. M 'thsm me-
Footnote: According to a Microsoft survey "70% of Word mg; 'j' ☁ma-fkgty
users do not use any of its advanced features☝. Personally grew, fevénue's v

we would have ut the re ortion mu h h☁ herl
,. .. , ,
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V threa times the remote. V . . . . . ., , .: -
BULL UK continues SCSI growth
Although BULL UK saw a 14% growth in revenues to
£174.8m in the first half of 1996, it was outsourcing (up
220%), SI and software (up 69%) which were the real .

.☁ stars. The Chessington contract - worth £15m p.a. comes 7/
on stream on tstAug. and will contribute to what we expect
to be an increase in Integris' outsourcing revenues from

£21m in 95 to over £50m in 1996.
The UK recorded amongst the highest growth of any BULL

country. interestingly, ☜the depressed ITmarket in France
impacted sales, which declined by 6%☝. SCSI was the
fastest growing of all BULL☂s sectors, Indeed hardware
revenues (excluding PCs) actually fell.
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Hardware ☜not place to be" h H, ,. f . t I☝
A report by Plimsoll of 2,422 UK hardware-related 1.9,5 °n☁A 9'a.,'t.)$☁r99 52:0,
companies showed 39% facing serious financial difficulty. P19.359 ☜9V5? 10W enh p-I/WWW
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